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What we're watching,
reading and coveting

this very second
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As the immoral, unscrupulous consultant
Marty Kaan in Showtime's House of Lies,

the Emmy-nominated actor is sublime.
His performance is equally powerful in

the currenl Iron Man film series, packing

a punch as the War Machine suit-wearing
James "Rhodey" Rhodes.
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While trying to salvage her ,_ .. ,"i+$

late mother's purse after it's i

accidentally ruined by her
sister, Carrie breaks out the r,,

nail polish, and voild: Jackson nffi
Pollock meets Stephen Sprouse. .:
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The show's producers splattered '::

50 different bags from renowned
designer Mark Cross before settling
on this, the perfect product of Carrie's

avant-garde artwork.
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noun

1. At a live taping of a sitcom, the roving cluster of chairs and TV
monitors upon which simultaneous, split-screen views from all four
cameras are displayed for a squinting huddle of writers, producers,
director(s) and network executives.

As in: The production team in the video village studied the monitors
to make sure Ashton's posterior was covered from all angles.
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During the five years he spent stranded on an island,
Queen (Stephen Amell) didn't waste time talking to a
volleyball. lnstead, he practiced his parkour. We can't get
enough of the vigilante's "salmon ladder',' a gravity-defying,
abs-contracting ascent-a chin-up by way of Fred Astaire.
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The 81-year-old music
mogul has fostered talent
as diverse and enormous
as Janis Joplin, Aerosmith,
Whitney Houston, Rod

Stewart and Alicia Keys.
A legend writing about
legends? We're all ears!
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Clark (Theo James) is the
youngest police commissioner

in New York history, with a
many-windowed office as

impressive as his ambition. This
is no set piece, but rather a real

aerie in the city.'lt may be lonely
at the top, but with a view like

this, who cares?
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